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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Nashua Non-Profit Awarded $15,000 TD Charitable Foundation Grant to Help Local Families
NASHUA, NH, (August 13, 2019) – TD Bank, through the TD Charitable Foundation, awarded a
$15,000 grant to The Front Door Agency as part of its commitment to support the local communities it
serves. The Front Door Agency will use these funds to help homeless and disadvantaged young mothers
and children in Greater Nashua achieve stability and ultimately become self-sufficient.
Through its Transformational Housing Program, the Front Door Agency provides affordable housing,
case management, transportation and educational resources to one of the area’s most vulnerable
demographics: homeless single mothers and their children. The program is designed to remove personal
barriers to help clients transition from crisis situations to long-term self-sufficiency.
“Every client has a unique story and we work one-on-one with them to create an action plan specific to
their needs and goals,” says Maryse Wirbal, CEO of the Front Door Agency. “TD Charitable
Foundation’s generous support will help us provide the personalized attention and resources needed to
help motivated young women make positive, sustainable changes in their lives and the lives of their
children.”
The TD Charitable Foundation has supported the Front Door Agency and its efforts in the local
community for more than thirteen years.
About The TD Charitable Foundation
The TD Charitable Foundation is the charitable giving arm of TD Bank, America’s Most Convenient
Bank®, one of the 10 largest commercial banking organizations in the United States. Since its inception
in 2002, the Foundation has distributed over $199 million and more than 19,400 grants through donations
to local nonprofits from Maine to Florida. More information on the TD Charitable Foundation, including
the online grant application, is available at TDBank.com.
About The Front Door Agency
Last year, the Front Door Agency assisted more than 2,100 people in Greater Nashua through its core
programs, which in addition to Transformational Housing for single mothers include Financial Literacy; a
Holiday Santa Program and a Housing Stability Program offering assistance with rent, utilities, security
deposit loans and permanent affordable housing. To learn more, visit www.frontdooragency.org.
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